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A MIXED F I N I T E E L E M E N T M E T H O D FOR PLATE BENDING 
W I T H A UNILATERAL INNER OBSTACLE 
IVAN HLAVACEK, Praha 
(Received August 28, 1992) 
Summary. A unilateгal pгoblem of an elastic plate above a rigid inteгioг obstacle is 
solved on the basis of a mixed vaгiational inequality formulation. Using the saddle point 
theoгy aиd the Heггmann-Johnson scheme foг a siишltaneous computation of defleçtions 
and moments, an iteгative pгocedure is proposed, each step of which consists in a linear 
plate pгoblem. The existence, uniqueness and some conveгgence analysis is pгesented. 
Keywords: unilateral plate problem, inneг obstacle, mixed finite elements, Heгrmann-
Johnson mixed model, fouгth oгdeг variational inequality 
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INTRODUCTION 
In technical applications of elastic plates, the bending moments appear to be the 
most required quantities very often. For instance, in optimal design, such as mini­
m u m weight problems a frequent constraint function is an integral of a quadratic form 
of the moment tensor. Therefore, mixed variational methods have been developed, 
in which both the deflections and the moments are computed simultaneously. 
One of the most effective mixed models is the so-called Herrmann-Johnson finite 
element scheme, a thorough analysis of which was given by C. Johnson and then by 
Brezzi and Raviart in [2]. The advantage of the latter method is the fact, t h a t only 
standard C7°-elements are needed for the approximation of deflections, whereas piece-
wise constant elements can be used to approximate the moment field. Comodi [7] 
employed the mixed finite element model of Herrmann-Johnson to the plate bending 
with unilateral displacements on the boundary. 
T h e aim of the present paper is to extend the method and the analysis to inner 
obstacle problems, i.e., to variational inequalities of the fourth order. 
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Following some ideas of Glowinski, Lions and Tremolieres ([4], Section 4.2.2, Ex-
ample 3) we introduce a saddle point problem and study its existence and uniqueness 
in Section 1. We present a discretization of the previous problem by finite elements in 
Section 2. Its unique solvability is proved and an algorithm of Uzawa's type proposed 
for the search of the discrete saddle point. In Section 3 we investigate the distance 
between the discrete and original saddle points. Under some particular assumptions, 
we prove the convergence of approximate bending moments in L2 and displacements 
in H1, as the mesh size tends to zero. 
1. A SADDLE POINT PROBLEM 
Let a p > 2 be chosen. Assume that Q is a bounded domain with polygonal 
boundary and ,% is a triangulation of Q. Denote by h the maximal side in .5^. 
We introduce the following function spaces on the domain Q. 
S= {{Tijhj^ijlTij EL2(Q), r l 2 = r 2 1 } , 
Q(*h) = {q€S\ qij\T e H\T) VFE ^ , ij = 1,2, 
Mn(q) continuous at each interelement edge}, 
where 
Mn(q) = qijViVj, Vi are components of the unit normal to the edge. 
The norm in Q(^ji) is defined by 
MQ = ( £ £ Hło-iiï.r) 
1/2 
KTe^h i,j = l,2 
Moreover, we introduce 
ar= vV0
1,p(Q), 
A = {/. E [L°°(fi)]' I (/i, v)^ > 0 Vv E L°°(fi), v > o} , 
where (•, - ^ denotes the bilinear form of the duality between [L°°(Q)] and L°°(Q). 
Assume that / E 2f' and <p E L°°(Q) is given, such that <p < 0 in a neighborhood 
of the boundary <9Q. 
Let as define the following functional 
•#"(*>,/0 = ^ J e3CijkrnV'iJV'kmdx- ( / , Ev) + (/I, <f - I0v)^ 
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for v £ HQ(Q) and /* £ A, where we denote by ( . , . ) the duality between Z' and .Z, 
E embedding H${Q) C+ 2T and 
7o embedding /70
2(fi) c> £°°(n), 
e —is the thickness of the plate (possibly variable), 
C0jkm are coefficients of the moment - curvature relations 
qij = e3C?jkmw>km, i,j = 1 , 2 , 
/ is the transversal loading and <p the interior obstacle. 
The repeated index implies summation within the range 1,2; v>ij = d2v/dxidxj. 
Assume that positive constants emin, em a x , C.Q exist such that 
Cmax ^ e(x) ^ emin, CijkmTijTkm ^ C0TijTij V{r,j } , J = 1,2, 1̂2 =
 r21, 
Cijkm = Cjikm = Qrmtj € -̂  (")• 
We define the following bilinear forms 
«(P,?) = / e-3BijkmPijqkmAx, p,qeQ(&h), 
Jn 
where H = (C 0 )" 1 ; 
KP,Z)= J2 ( I Pij'Jz'i<*x- I Mnt(P)^ds\peQ(3rh), ze&, 
re&h ^JT dT ' 
where 
Mnt(p) = pijfitj and tj are components of the 
unit tangential vector to dT. 
The last integral can be interpreted as the duality pairing between the Sobolev spaces 
Hl'r(dT) and H"l^(ffT) (cf. [2]). (Note that z G Wl"lf^(dT) for z € Wl*(T).) 
The form a is continuous on [Q(^»)]2 and positive definite on S. The bilinear 
form b is continuous on Q(&h) x .2\ Another property of 6 will be given later in 
Lemma 1.1. 
T h e o r e m 1.1. There exists a unique solution w of the problem 
(P) w = arg m i n ] - / e3Cfjkmvlijv>km - (/, Ev) \ 




There exists A0 E A such that {w, A0} is a saddle point of Jf on Hjy(Q) x A and 
(1) (\°,l0w-<p)oo=0, 
(-) lo*A° = (e3C?jkmw,kmhi - f 
holds, where IJ denotes the mapping adjoint to I0, 1o : [L°°(ft)] —• H~
2(Q). 
P r o o f . The first assertion follows from the fact that A'o is a nonempty, convex 
and closed subset of HQ(Q) and the functional is strictly convex, continuous and 
coercive on H$(Q). The second assertion is a consequence of Theorem 5.1 of [3], 
(p. 66). D 
Corollary 1.1. If we denote 
cjij = e3C?jkmwkmi ij = 1,2, 
then 




P r o o f is a direct consequence of the following condition of the saddle point 
Jf( tD ,A°K JT(t>,A°) Vu€H0
2(ft). 
D 
Lemma 1.1. (cf. [2]). For any z E 2? we have 
peQ(^n) IIPIIQ 
with some positive constant C. 
P r o o f . If we choose p^ = z6ijt then p° 6 Q(^h) (since z G C(fi)nH0
1(fi) by 
Sobolev embedding theorem) and we obtain 
6 (p° , - )_ ||V-)l3,n > n . •• 
-~-~n— - 777: /= ̂  <- F i,n 
IIP°II<? l l - t k n v a 
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using the Friedrichs inequality. 
Let us introduce the following subspace of 2£ x Q. 
W{%) = {[z,q] 6 _T x Q ( ^ ) | a(9 ,p) + 6(p,z) = 0 Vp € Q(%)} 
and denote by 
I: J r c+L°° ( f t ) , /*: [L°°(n)]' -+2" 
the above mentioned embedding and its adjoint mapping. • 
Theorem 1.2. Assume that 
(4) {e 3 o^ . m wam} 1 , ; = i , 2€Q(^ , ) , 
(where w is the solution of the problem (P)). 
Then there exists a saddle-point {[z, q], A} of the following functional 
•*([". *]. A) = j a ( - , g) - (/, z) + (A, <p - Iz)^ 
on W(&h) x A, i.e., 
(5) #([2, </], A) <J JSf([f, "], A) <: J?([z, g], A) 
iioicis for a/i [z, q] £ VV(^) and A e A. 
Moreoverj we have 
(6) £ = Ew, qij = c3C?.fcmii;//.m, I*A = (g,-^) - /> 
wijere ((jij'ij) £ -2" is the extension of the functional q^/,j £ /I~2 by continuity, and 
the following optimality condition 
(7) (X, 1 2 - ^ = 0 
holds for any saddle point. The first component [f, q] is uniquely determined, whereas 
the second components of the saddle points may differ by elements p £ [L°°(Q)]' such 
that A -f /( £ A and 
(8) (p,p-iz)eo = o Vzezr. 
P r o o f . Obviously, z = Ew £ 2f and q £ Q(^h) by assumption. Let us set 
A = A0, where A0 is the saddle-point component of Jf? from Theorem 1.1. Using (6), 
(2) and the decomposition Io = IK, we may write 
(r0x°,v)Hl = (X°,IEV)OO = (E*rx°,v)HS = (rx°,Ev)z. 
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Hence 
(l'\°, Ez)x = (q^u - f, z)Hi Vz e H
2(Sl) 
holds and 
r\ = r\° = (qijlij)-f 
follows. 
Let us verify that [z,q] G W(&h)- Indeed, for any p G Q{2?h) we have 
a(q,p) + b(p,z)= I Wijpijdx + ^ i I pij'jWi dx - / Mn1{p)dw/dt ds) 
Jfl rp \ JT J dT / 
= ^2 / (PiJfjW'i ~ Mni(p)dw/dt) ds = 0, 
^ JaT 
by virtue of the continuity of Mn(p) on the interelement boundaries. 
The inequalities (5) imply that a point {[£,7], A} G W(2?h) x A is a saddle point, 
if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(9) 0 = DJS?([z,7], A; [-,?]) V[z,7] € W(3 . ) 
which is equivalent with 
0 = «(<7,g)-(/,z) + (A , - / z ) o o 
= -b(q,z)-(f+r\,z) Vz€2T 
and 
(10) 0>£>i f ( [ l ,g ] ,A;A-A) = ( A - A , V - / i ) o o VA 6 A. 
Let us show that [z,q] and X defined by the formulas (6), satisfy (9) and (10). In 
fact, using Corollary 1.1, we obtain 




/ qijVчjdx = -b(q,v). 
Jn 
The set EHQ(Q) is dense in the space 3? and the mapping v •—• b(q, v) is contin­
uous in 2£ (cf. [1]). Consequently, the equation (11) yields that 
b(q,z) + (f,z) +(1^)^ = 0 vze-r. 
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Thus we obtain tha t the condition (9) is satisfied. 
Since low = lEw = I if, Theorem 1.1 implies that 
( A , / f - ^ = 0 , 
i.e., (7) holds. As Iotv ^ y?, we obtain Iz ^ <p and 
(A _ A, v - Iz)^ = (A, y> - / f > M ^ 0 VA € A 
follows. Consequently, also (10) is satisfied. 
Next let us prove the uniqueness of the first component [z,q]. Assume tha t 
{[-^,7], A} is another saddle point. Inserting z := z — z, q := q — q into the con-
dition (9), we obtain 
a(q, q-q)~ (f, S - z) + (\,-f(z - Z)) ^ = 0. 
Changing the role of the two saddle points, we arrive at 
a(q, q ~ q) ~ (f, Z - S) + (A, -I(z - S))^ = 0. 
By addition we obtain that 
(12) a(q - q,q-q) + ( \ - \ , I z - Is)^ = 0. 
From the condition (10) we derive that 
(13) (X-\,<p-12)^^0 
and changing the role of the saddle points we obtain 
(14) (A - A > - / f >TO ^ 0, 
so that 
(15) (\-\,I(z-z))x^0, 
follows. Inserting (15) into (12) and using also positive definiteness of a, we arrive 
at 
ao||? ~ <Z||1 ^ a{q -q,q-q)^0. 
Consequently, q = q a.e. in Q. 
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Since [z — z, q — q] G W, we have 
0 = a(0,p) + 6 ( p , r - z ) Vp€Q . 
From Lemma 1.1 we conclude that 
' - - ï h , n 0. 
Consequently, the component [z, q] is unique. Combining the inequalities (13) and 
(14), we obtain 
(16) (A - A , < p - 1 1 ) ^ = 0, 
i.e., (7) is a necessary condition for any saddle point. Let us denote A = A + /i. Let 
us show that (8) is a necessary condition for the second component of the saddle 
point. Indeed, since (9) is necessary condition and A satisfies it, we have 
(17) o = b(q, z) + (/, z) + (A + /., iz)x = </«, /z)TO v* e _r. 
From (16) we conclude that 
0 = (ihp-Iz)^ = ( / i , ^ 
and (8) follows. 
On the other hand, if (8) holds and A + // 6 A, then 
o = (/.,¥>>„ = (/.,/*)„ v -€ - r 
so that (17) and (9) is fulfilled. Moreover, 
(\-{X + ri,<p-l2)oo = (\-X,<p-12)^^0 VA€A 
holds, which implies that (10) is fulfilled. Consequently, A+/z € A and (8) is sufficient 
for A + /t to be a second component. • 
R e m a r k 1 . 1 . Note that the set 1Jf is not dense in L°°(Q)} due to the zero 
boundary values of any z G %'. Hence (8) does not imply // = 0. 
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2. APPROXIMATE SADDLE POINT PROBLEM 
Let us introduce the following approximate spaces of finite elements: 
2k = {zh e * \ zh\T e Pi(T) vre*h} 
Qh = {qheQ(^h)\qh\Te[PQ(T))
4 V T G ^ } , 
wh = {[zh}qh] e &h x Qh \a(qh,Ph) + t>(ph>zh) = 0 Vpfc e Qh}, 
i<h = {[zh,qh] e wh I zh(P) > tp(p) VP e ££}> 
where Ej denotes the set of all vertices of 2?h inside Q. Here we assume that <p is 
defined everywhere in 12. 
Next we introduce the following function 
Jo([zh,qh]) = 2
a ( ^ ) ( 7 / i ) - (f>zh) on 2th x Qh 
and an auxiliary problem 
(&h) [2h,<ih]= arg niin Jo([zhiqh]). 
[zk,qh]ef<h 
In order to prove the unique solvability of (@*h)
 w e need the following 
Lemma 2 .1 . There exists a linear continuous mapping 
Gh:2h-+S 
such that 
(2.1) qh = Ghzh <=> [zh,qh] € Wh, 
(2.2) C||[*fclgfc]||«rxQ ^ ||**||* ^ Cft-°||Gfczfc||s, « = — , 
P 
with some positive constants C, C, independent of h. 
P r o o f . Since qh G Qh is piecewise constant, we may write 
«(qh,qh) ^ aolMl! Vqh e Qh, 
\b(Ph,zh)\ ^ C||pfc | |Q |M|* = C||p fc | |s|M*-
Then for any given Zh G -2/i there exists a unique element qh e Qh, such that 
a(qh,Ph) = ~b(ph,zh) Vpfc E<2/i-
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If we denote qh = GhZh, Gh is a linear mapping from 2£h in S and 
(2.3) IIG^Hs^ao^ll^ll^ 
holds. Consequently, we have 
(2.4) [zh,qh] e wh <=>zhe arh,qh = Ghzh. 
Choosing ph = lUp0 , where p°- = zh6{j and Uh is the mapping from Lemma 4 of [2], 
the following result can be proven (see also the proof of Lemma 1.1): 
(2.5) sup (b(ph,zh)/\\ph\\Q)2 0\\zh\\itn 
rh€Qh 
holds for any zh £ %x with some positive constant /?. 
If [zh, 7/i] € Why we may write 
(2.6) P\\zh\\* ^h-"Cp\\zh\\Xiti^Ch-° sup (-a(G fc^,p fc)/IIPfc||g) 
PhEQh 
^Clr"\\Ghzh\\s, 
since the interpolation theory yields 
IMkr^c/rl-fclka v^e.^, 
and 
MP,«)I<C||PIISIMIQ Vp€5, 9 e Q. 
Using (2.4), (2.3) and (2.6), we obtain 
\\Ghzh\\Q = \\Ghzh\\s ^ C\\zh\\z <; Clr
a\\Ghzh\\s, 
\\[zh,qh\\xxQ ^ \\znW* + \\Ghzh\\Q ^ {l + C)\\zh\\* ^ o/i-
0||Gfc-k||5. 
T h e o r e m 2 .1 . The problem (&h) has a unique solution. 
P r o o f . Obviously, the set Kh is convex and closed in <% x Qh- The function 
Jo is continuous on Wh- From Lemma2.1 we easily derive that Jo is coercive on Wh-
Indeed, we have 
Jo([zh,qh]) = ^a(GhzhlGhzh)- (f,zh) 
> \ **\\Ghzh\\\ - C\\zh\\* > C(h)\\[zh, qh\\lrxQ - C(h)\\[zh, *fc]||-rxQ-
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Consequently, a minimizer [2/1,̂ /1] of Jo exists on K'h. 
Next let [£/i,r//i] be another solution of (£?h)- Then we may write (dropping the 
subscripts "/1") 
«(?. 9 - ? ) - ( / , * - * ) ^ 0 
By addition we obtain 
so that 
« ( $ , $ - $ ) - ( / . * - * ) 5* 0. 
a(q-q,(j-q) ^ 0, 
l|G(*-*)lß<<> 
and 
*fc - Zh = 0, 7/, - r/fc = Gfc(ffc - fh) = 0 
follows from Lemma 2.1. • 
R e m a r k 2 . 1 . The uniqueness is also a consequence of the convexity of Kh 
and strict convexity of Jo on Wh. 
Let us define 
\h = {\hearh\\h20 in Q) 
and 
(2.7) (X,Y)h = \ £ A[P)X(P)Y{P) 
Pe£° 
for all functions K, Y : Eyj —* Rmfc, (where m/» denotes the number of vertices in £$[) 
with -4(P) denoting the sum of the areas of the triangles in «^, which admit P as 
common vertex. 
By the bilinear form (2.7) a scalar product in Rm* is defined. The convex cone 
A/» is isomorphic with the cone Rm* of the vectors with non-negative coordinates, if 
the nodal values \h(P), P £ £$[ are taken into consideration. 
Let us introduce the following Lagrangian 
-%([**, 9A], */*) = Ђ a(Яh,qh) - (/, zh) + (Aл, (p - zh) 2 Һ 
for [-*,«] €»*» and * » € ! ! £ » . 
Theorem 2.2. There exists a unique saddle point {[zh,qh], A/.} of JSf/, on WA X 
Rm*. The first component [zh,qh] coincides with the solution of the problem (&*h)-
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Moreover, the following "optimaiity condition" holds 
(2.8) (Xk,<p-Sh)h = 0. 
P r o o f . The existence of a saddle point {[zh, qh], Xh), the first component of 
which is the solution of {£?h), can be proved on the basis of Theorem 5.1 of [3] 
(p. 66), if we use Theorem 2.L 
Thus it remains to verify the uniqueness. 
For brevity, let us drop the subscripts "ft" in what follows. Let {[£,<?], A} be 
another saddle point. Arguing in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1.2 (see 
(12)-(15)), we obtain 
a(q - q, q - q) = (X - A, z - z)h 
and 
(Z-\,S-z)k£0. 
Making use of Lemma 2.1, we may write 
0 £ a(q - q,q- q) > a0\\G{i - i)\\% > C\\i - f |&. 
Consequently, 
z — 2 = 0, q — q = 0. 
Let us denote A •= X -f /i. Since 
*h ([S, q\, A + /i) ^ J% {[Z, q],X + ,,) V[Z, q]SWh, 
we have 
(2.8') 0 = «(*, q) - (/, : ) - ( H /i, z)h = - (/i, z)h 
for all z E Rmh. (Note that 2fh is isomorphic with R
mh.) As ^ € Rm", /* = 0 follows. 
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To find the saddle point we employ the following algorithm of Uzawa's type: 
Let us choose Xh = 0, g (E R. 
If AjJ is known, n = 0, 1 ,2, . . , we calculate [z£,qn] G Wh and A£
+1 G R+* as 
follows: 
(2.9) a{qn,ph) + b(Ph,z
n





(2.U) K+1(P)= [K(P) + e(<p(P)-4(P))}+ VP€X°h. 
Theorem 2.3. For any TI = 0,1, . . . , there exists a unique element [-?£></£], satis-
<yin* (2.9), (2.10). 
If Q is positive and sufficiently small, then 
lim (M - qh\\q + ||-2 - Sh\\z + HA" - lh\\h) = 0, 
n—*oo 
where {[£/,, g&]. A/»} is fc/ie saddle point of S?h on Wh x R+*. 
P r o o f . For brevity, we drop the subscripts "A" in what follows. The conditions 
(2.9), (2.10) are equivalent with [zn,qn] € Wh and 
(2.12) « ( g n , p ) - ( / ^ ) - ( A n ^ ) f c = 0 V[*,p]eHV 
The both conditions are satisfied, if 
(2.13) [zn, qn] = arg min { L ( q , q) - (/, z) - (\n, z)h } 
= argmin .25. ([-,*], A"). 
wh 
We can easily show that the problem (2.13) has a unique solution. In fact, Wh is 
a closed subspace of &h * Qh, the function J£f/»(., An) is continuous and coercive on 
Wh (see the proof of Theorem 2.1). Since the latter function is also strictly convex 
on Wh, (2.13) is uniquely solvable. 
If we insert p := q — qn, z := z — zn into (2.12), we obtain 
«(«",« " ?") - <L - - -n ) - (A", 5 - *»)„ = 0. 
For the saddle point {[£,9], A} of Sfh (see the proof of Theorem 2.2) we can derive 
that 
«(*, 1n - i) - </, zn - z) - (A, zn - z)h = 0. 
Adding the two conditions we are led to the equation 
(2.14) a(q" - q, q" - q) +(\"-\,z- z")„ = 0. 
The second inequality, characterizing the saddle point of Sfh yields that 
(2.15) ( A - A , y ? - f ) A ^ 0 VAeR+V 
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Introducing the projection P\ : Rm* -* R".u with respect to the scalar product (2.7), 
we may write 
(2.16) A=PA (A + ^ - S ) ) , e>0 
on the basis of (2.15). Moreover, we have 
(2.17) [PAA](i°) = [A(P)]+ VP6EJ, VA€Rm k . 
If we denote rn = An - A € R m \ then using (2.11), (2.16) and (2.14) we obtain 
\\rn+Yk = \\*n+i-Wk = \\Pji(*n + e(<P-zn))-PA(* + e(<P-i))\\l 
<\\\n-\ + e(z-z")\\l = \\r
n\\l + e-\\z-zn\\l+2g(r
n,z-zn)h 
< IHIfc + eV - S\\l - 2ea(qn - q, qn - q). 
From Lemma 2.1 we derive the following estimate 
a(qn - q,qn - q) 2 a0\\G(z
n - S)\\l > C\\zn - f||| ^ C\\zn - z\\l 
Hence we may write 
\\rn+l\\U\\rn\\l+(e2-2eC)\\zn-z\\l 
If Q € (0,2(7), the coefficient (g2 - 2QC) is negative, the sequence {HT^HA} is non-
increasing and therefore converging. Consequently, 
liiti ||̂ " - :\\H = o. 
n—>oo 
Using again Lemma 2.1 and the well-known equivalence of norms, we arrive at 
(2.18) \\qn - q\\Q = \\G{z
n - z)\\Q < C\\G(z" - z)\\s $ C\\z
n - z\\z 
^ C\\zn - z\\h — 0 asn — oo. 
Since the sequence {Hr"!!/,}^-! is non-increasing, the sequence {An} is bounded 
in Rm*. There exists a vector A G R+h and a subsequence {Anfc}2°=1, such that 
An* - • A as k -+ oo. 
From (2.10) we get 
&(*--,-) = -(f,z) - (xn\z)h Vze2rh. 
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Passing to the limit with k —• oo and using the continuity of the form 6 (cf. [1]) 
together with (2.18), we arrive at 
b(q,z) = -(f,z)-{X,z)h Vze*k. 
Since the saddle point of Sfh fulfils an analogous condition, namely 
b{q%z) = -{f%z)-(\,z)h Vze&h. 
(cf. (2.8')) we obtain 
( A - A , z ) f t = 0 V-rER"
1" 
and therefore 
A - A = 0. 
The uniqueness of A (see Theorem 2.2) implies that the whole sequence {An} con-
verges to A. • 
3. SOME CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
A natural question arises, whether the approximate saddle points {[zh, tf/i]> A^} 
tend to the "exact" one, if h tends to zero. 
In the present section we give a partial answer to the latter question. Namely, we 
prove an a priori error estimate for q — qn in [L2(Q)] and z — zh in H
1, provided the 
obstacle is represented by a continuous piecewise linear function. We employ some 
ideas of Cornodi [7]. 
Let us introduce the standard space of linear finite elements 
yh = {Zh e C(ti) | zh\T e Pi(T) v r e ?h) 
If the following, we consider a regular family { ^ } , h —• 0+, of triangulations, which 
refine an initial triangulation «^0. 
First we introduce two auxiliary lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Assume that <p E C(Q) and <p < 0 on the boundary dQ. Given 
any function z e 2? such that z ^ <p in Q, there exists a sequence {vn} such that 
vn e CQ°(Q), vn ^ <p in Q and 
(3.1) ||t>n - *||i,/» —• 0 as n —> oo. 
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P r o o f . Let us consider a sequence {zn}, zn G GQ°(Q), 
(3.2) l l * n - * | | i l P - 0 a s n - 0 . 
If 
min(;:(x) - <p(x)) > 0, 
xen 
then the assertion follows for vn = zn. Henceforth, let us assume that 
min(2 — <p) = 0. 
a 
There exists a subset G C fi and a positive integer no such that G c f i and 
(3.3) <p(x) > zn(x) => x G G Vn ^ n0. 
In fact, introducing 
<p = - I maxu?(s)|, 
we can find JIQ such that for n ^ rio and for all x G Q 
2n(x) ^ z(x)-(p. 
Let us define 
Q* = {x G Q | z(x) -<p- <p(x) ^ 0}, 
G = n-n*. 
If y?(#) > 2n(z), n ^ no, then 
^(x) > z(x) - <£ 
so that x £ G, which yields (3.3). 
Since (p > 0 and z vanishes on the boundary, G C Q holds. 
Next let us introduce the following number 
cn = maxjo , max(г(y) - zn(y)) \. 
^ i/t-П J yen 
There exists a function ip G Co°(f2) such that 
i/> ^ 0 in Q and i/; = 1 f°r all x £ G. 
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We define 
Vn = Zn +CnV 
and show that vn ^ <p in ft. To this end, first let us consider any point x E ft such 
that ^>(x) > zn(x). Using (3.3), we may write x E G, V>(z) = 1, 
Vn(*) = *n(*) + cn > zn(x) + max(z(y) - zn(y)) ^ z(x) ^ y>(ar). 
y€G 
Second, let x E ft be any point such that ip(x) ^ zn(x). Then we have 
Vn(x) ^ Zn(x) ^ <£>(*) 
by definition of cn and ^. 
Finally, we have 
| C n | ^ | k n - « | | o , o o - 0 
and therefore 
\\vn - *||i,P ^ \\zn - *||ilP + \cn\ ||V||ilP - 0 as n - 0. 
Lemma 3.2. Tibe saddle point component [z,q] from Theorem 1.2 satisfies the 
following conditions 
(3.4) a(?,p) + 6(p,z)-=0 Vp€Q(5 i ) , 
(3.5) -6(g, z - z) > (/, z - z) Vz E -2f s.t. z^ipin ft. 
P r o o f . Since [z,q] E W(&h), (3.4) is fulfilled. To verify (3.5), we first realize 
that z = Ew (cf. Theorem 1.2) and 
(qij, (v - tv)/.j)0 2* (/, v - z) Vv E Ko 
follows from Theorem 1.1 and the definition of the problem (&*). Here we denote by 
(t/, v)0 the integral / n ur; dx. 
Using the assumption q € Q(«^), we easily derive that 
(&>,(«-u;)^) 0 = ~b(q,Ev- Ew). 
Inserting into the previous inequality, we obtain 
(3.6) -b(q, Ev - Ew) ^ (/, Ev - Ew) Vv E Ko. 
Next we consider any function z £ 2f such that z ^ <p in ft and apply Lemma 3.1. 
We may insert v := vn E A'o into (3.6) and pass to the limit with n —• oo. Using 
(3.1) and the continuity of 6 with respect to the second argument, we arrive at the 
condition (3.5). • 
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Theorem 3.1. Assume that <p G Yho and 
q = {e3C?jkmwikm}ij-it2 € Q(&ho) for some &ho. 
Then 
(3.7) \\z - zh\\itci + ||g - qh\\s < C(2, g, A)/*
1'2. 
holds for all h < ho with some constant C(z, q, A) independent ofh. 
P r o o f . Let us realize that 
qeQ(*k) 
holds for all triangulations &h, refining 3Fho. 
Using the mapping II ̂  from Lemma 4 of [2] and the definitions of qy qhy VV(^), 
we may write 
(3.9) «o||g-<Mll5 ^ a(q~<ih,q-qh) 
= a(q -<ih,q- n^f/) - b(Uhq -qh,z- zh). 
On the other hand, for the linear interpolate 1^f G % we have 
(3.10) b(Uhq -qh,z~ zh) = b(Uhq -q,z-zh) + b(q - qh,z - zh) 
= b(Uhq-q,z- hz) 
+ b(Uhq - <7, hz - zh) + b(q -qhyZ- zh) 
= - b(q, z - lhz) + b(q - qhlz - zh), 
since 
(3.11) 6(p f c , f - / f cf) = 0 VpheQh, 
(see [7], Lemma 5.3) and 
(3.12) b(p-Uhp)zh) = 0 VpeQ(&h), ZhE&h. 
(see [2], Lemma 4). 
Using (3.5) and (3.11), we obtain 






zh € &h C X and zh > <p in Q 
by virtue of the assumption <p G Yh0; moreover, 
-b(qh,zh - -f̂ ) ^ (/, -?/» - **»} 
for all Zh € %h such that Zh(P) ^ ^(P) at the vertices P 6 £° , follows from the 
definition of the problem (&h)> 
Combining (3.9), (3.10), (3.13), we arive the inequality 
(3.14) <i0||9 - qh\\l ^ a(q - qh,q - Uhq) + b(q,z - Ihz) + (/, f - Ihz) . 
In the proof of Theorem 1.2 we had the following relation (cf. (9)) 
b(q,z) + (f,z) = -(r\,z) = -(\,i(z))oo V2€-r. 
Consequently, using also the interpolation theory, we obtain 
(3.15) b(q,z - lki) + (f,z- h'z) ^ C(\)\\z - IhzHo.oo ^ C(X)Ch\z\2t2. 
A slight modification of Lemma 4 in [2] yields 
\\q-nhq\\s$ch\\qUQisk). 




Then (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16) imply 
(3.17) i«o| |g-«A | | | ^ CiA
2||g-|& + o(ty.|-|2,2 ^ C(2,q,\)h 
For any ph € Q(&h), we may write 
<*(<ih - q,Ph) = -b(ph,Zh ~z) = -b(ph,2- hi) 
if we use (3.11). From the inequality (2.5) and (3.17) we obtain the following estimate 
(3.18) fll-ffc -/fc-f||i < sup b(phrzh-h-z)/\\ph\\Q 
Pk€Qk 




Finally, the standard interpolation estimate 
\\Ihz-z\U^Ch\z\2, 
(3.18) and the triangle inequality yield the 0(hxl2) estimate for \\z — ZH\\\- E-
Rem ark 3.L If a higher regularity of the solution z is assumed, the estimate 
(3.7) can be improved, as follows from (3.15). Thus if e.g. 
i\T e w
3>2(T) v r e ^ o , 
then the embedding W3,2 C+ W2>q with any q > 1 and the interpolation theory [8] 
imply that 
II* - M k o o ^ C/i2~2/* max \z\2>qiT. 
T€ •>/.(, 
Using this in (3.15), the estimate (3.7) can be changed to 0(hl"€) with any positives:. 
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